**ALLIES:** If this Company contains a Gibbering Hordes Commander, it may hire Gibbering Hordes Squads. This Company may hire Gibbering Hordes Assets, so long as they are Attached to Gibbering Hordes units. The total number of Scrip spent on these hires cannot exceed 50% of your total Scrip.

**ENDLESS HORDES:** At the start of the Turn, you may discard any number of Tactics Tokens to Summon the same number of friendly non-Commander Gibbering Hordes Squad units that were Killed on the previous Turn. Each unit is Summoned in your Deployment Zone in base contact with a table edge, and may immediately gain a Reinforcement Token and move up to twice its Speed.

**SURVIVAL OF THE FITTEST:** When a friendly Gibbering Hordes unit Activates, it may devour (Kill) a friendly Fireteam within 3" (which may include one of its own Fireteams). If it does so, the Activating unit may ✈️ to Glory. Non-Commander Fireteams killed this way are ignored for scoring purposes in Operations.
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